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PART – A 

I     1)   According to  de Broglie, if light has a dual character , matter also have  dual character.  ie    both particle nature and wave nature. 

                 De Broglie relation is    λ = h/mv. 

                 Where      λ = wavelength,  m = mass of the particle,  v = velocity of  particle,  h= Plank’s constant 

2 )   Electro chemical series is the arrangements of various electrodes in the increasing order of their reduction potential. 

3)   Semi synthetic polymers are natural polymers got some chemical modifications.     Eg: Cellulose acetate 

 4)  Calorific value of the fuel is the quantity of heat liberated by complete combustion of a unit mass of fuels.              Unit: Kcal/Kg 

5)    PAN  = Peroxy Acetyl Nitrate                       CNG  = Compressed Natural Gas 

 

PART - B 

II     1)    (a)  Velocity  of radiation (c) = It is the distance travelled by a wave in one second. 

                      Wave length of radiation (λ) = It is the distance between a crest and trough of a wave. 

                      Frequency  of radiation (ϑ) = It is the number of wave lengths passing through a point in one second. 

                      The relation between velocity, wave length and frequency      -     ϑ = c / λ 

   (b)  Atomic number of nitrogen is 7 . According to Hund’s rule of multiplicity the px, py and  pz orbitals of    nitrogen is singly occupied.  

                      The electronic configuration is         Nitrogen  =  1s2  2s2  2px1  2py1  2pz1  

2 )    (a)  Differences between electrolytic cell and electrochemical cell 

Electrolytic cell Electrochemical cell 

• Electrical energy is converted to chemical energy  

• Electrical energy is required  

• Non spontaneous redox reaction occurs  

• Chemical energy is converted to electrical energy 

• Electrical energy is produced 

• spontaneous redox reaction occurs 

  (b)  Electrode potential is the Potential Developed when an electrode dipped in its own solution. 

        The important electrode potentials present in cell are the oxidation potential and reduction potential 

 3)   (a)  Catenation:  It is the self linking property of an atom to form long chains, branched chains and cyclic structures. Carbon and silicon are the 

atoms shows catenation capacity. 

          Tetracovalency: Carbon have four electrons in the outermost shell, and can form four covalent bonds. This property of carbon  leads to the 

formation of varieties of structures. 

 (b)  Differences between thermoplastic and thermosetting plastic. 

Thermo plastic Thermo setting plastic 

• It can be soften on heating and harden on 
cooling. 

• These are addition polymers. 

• Can be recycle. 
Eg: PE,PP,PVC 

• Once it get heated it become harden, then 
after it cannot be soften on further heating. 

• These are condensation polymers. 

• Cannot be recycle. 
Eg: Bakelite, MF resin 
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   4)     (a)  Characteristics of a good fuel 

• It have high CV                                                                                      

• It do not produce smoke  

• It do not produce harmful products like SO2, CO etc      

    (b)  Ozone depletion:- The depletion of the ozone layer due to the effect of pollutants such as chlorofluorocarbons and oxides of nitrogen is called 

ozone depletion                

Consequences or Ozone depletion: 

• UV causes skin cancer , sun burn 

• Cause damage to vegetation 

• Cause Greenhouse effect 

  5 )    (a)  13Al = 1s2  2s2 2p6 3s2 3p1 

     Consider  the outermost shell electron which exist in the 3p orbital. The quantum numbers values are               

             Principal quantum number (n) = 3         ie 3rd orbit 

             Azimuthal quantum number (l) = 1         ie p orbital 

             Magnetic quantum number (m) = +1         ie px orbital 

             Spin quantum number (s) = +½           ie  electron have clock wise direction of spinning 

 (b)  Strong electrolyte :  Electrolytes  which dissociate completely          Eg: HCl, NaOH  

                         Weak electrolyte : Electrolytes  which dissociate partially                 Eg:  CH3COOH, Na  CO3 

   6 )    (a)  Saturated compounds are the organic compounds contains Carbon – Carbon single bond only.               Eg: CH3-CH3 ,  CH3-CH2- CH2-CH3 

                         Unsaturated compounds are the organic compounds contains minimum one Carbon – Carbon double or triple bond.            Eg: 

CH2=CH2,  CH≡CH   

     (b)  Remedies to prevent acid rain 

• Using low sulphur fuels   

• controlling automobile emissions 

• controlling the release of acidic gases to atmosphere 

   7)    (a)  Optical fiber  is a transparent flexible fiber made up of glass or plastic. It include a transparent material  is surrounded with another transparent 

material with low refractive index. 

                         Application of optical fiber: 

• Optical fibre cable (OFC) used in Tele communication. 

• It used as light guides in medical field 

   (b)  H2-O2 fuel cell:  

                         The cell consist of two graphite electrodes with catalysts like Pt or Ag etc. They are placed in aqueous solution of NaOH or KOH. 

Hydrogen and oxygen gas are bubbled through the electrodes at anode and cathode respectively. 
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                        Here Anode= H2  Cathode= O2 &     Electrolyte=aq: KOH or NaOH 

                        At Anode:                2H2 + 4OH-    →    4H2O + 4e                     

                        At Cathode:             O2 + 2H2O + 4e   →  4OH- 

                        Overall reaction:     2H2 +  O2    →   2H2O + Energy 

PART – C 

 III)      (a)  Differences between orbit and orbital.                  

ORBIT ORBITAL 

1. Well defined circular path around nucleus. 1. 3D space around nucleus where probability of 
finding electron is maximum. 

 

2. Represents  planar motion of electron around 
nucleus 

2. Represents 3D motion of electron around 
nucleus 
 

3. Is not accordance with wave character of 
electron and uncertainty principle. 

3. Is in accordance with wave character of 
electron and uncertainty principle. 

 

4. Circular in shape. 4. Different orbital’s have different shape. 
 

5. Do not have directional characteristics. 5. All orbitals except s orbital have directional 
characteristics.  
 

6. Maximum no of electron in any orbit is given 
by 2n2 where n is principal quantum no. 

6. Maximum no of electron present in any orbital 
is 2. 

 

    (b) Aufbau principle 

It states that the filling of electrons take place in the orbitals is according to the increasing energy.  The energy increasing order is 

1s<2s<2p<3s<3p<4s<3d<4p<5s............... 

 Pauli’s exclusion principle 

 It states that No two electrons in an atom can have the same set of four quantum numbers. 

Hund’s rule of maximum multiplicity 

It states that in the degenerative orbitals, the pairing of electrons does not take place as long as there is a vacant orbital with same 

energy 

Electronic configuration of potassium 

19K  =  1s2  2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 4s1 

                        Consider the outermost shell electron which exist in the 4s orbital. 

                        principal quantum number (n)  = 4  
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                        azimuthal quantum number (l)  = 0 

  IV )     (a)  Chemical bond 

                        The attractive force which holds two or more atoms together in a molecule is known as chemical bond. 

                        Covalent bond 

• The bond formed by mutual sharing of electrons 

• The bonded atoms have equal contribution and sharing of the electron. 

                         Eg:  Formation of  chlorine molecule 

                                      17Cl = 2, 8, 7              

                         Cl    +   Cl      →     Cl2 

                        Each chlorine atom has seven electron in its valence shell and needs one more electron to complete its octet. So each Cl contributes 

one electron for sharing. By this both Cl atom attains noble gas configuration. Cl atoms form a single bond between them to form a 

molecule.  

                        Ionic bond 

• Ionic bond is formed by the complete transfer of valence electron from one atom to another. 

• The atom which gain electron become negative charged ion and the atom which lose electron become positive charged 

ion. 

• These oppositely charged ions attract each other and  forms ionic bond. 

               Eg:-   Formation of sodium chloride(NaCl) 

               Na = 2,8,1                             Cl = 2,8,7 

               Na   +   Cl       →            Na+ - Cl 

                                                        2,8          2,8,8        

     During chemical combination sodium transfer one electron to chlorine atom which results in the formation of Na+ and Cl- . These 

oppositely charged ions attract each other and forms ionic bond. 

  (b)  The main postulates of Bohr model atom9  are 

• The electron in a hydrogen atom revolves around the nucleus only in certain fixed, concentric, circular paths called 

orbits. 

• Each orbit is associated with a definite amount of energy. Therefore these orbits are also called as energy levels or we 

can say energy is quantised. 

• The angular momentum of an electron is also quantised or it is an integral multiple of h/2π. 

                              Angular momentum, mvr = n h/2π. 

• The electron present in lower energy level may revolve through the orbit continuously without losing or gaining energy. 

Therefore orbits are also called as stationary energy levels. 

• When the electron gains energy it will jump to an outer orbit.  When it loses energy, it will fall to a lower orbit. 

• The difference in energy is given by the equation ∆E=E2-E1 = hϑ Where E2 & E1 are the energies of electron in the 

higher energy level and the lower energy level respectively and ϑ is the frequency of radiation emitted or absorbed. 

                         Limitations of Bohr model of atom 

• Could not explain fine spectrum of hydrogen atom. 

• Could not explain Zeeman effect  

• Could not explain Stark effect 

           V)     (a)  Faraday’s first law of electrolysis 

    The amount  of the substance liberated or deposited at the electrode is directly proportional to the quantity of electricity passed through the    

electrolyte. 

                         If w  is the mass of the substance produced at the electrode by passage of electricity Q 

                         W α Q 
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                         W = ZQ , where Z is the proportionality constant known as electrochemical equivalent. 

                         But Q= current strength I in amperes  x  time in seconds 

                         Q = It 

                         W = ZIt      

   Faraday’s second  law of electrolysis     

                  When the same amount of electricity is passed through different electrolytes connected in series , the masses of the substance deposited at 

electrodes are directly proportional to their equivalent masses. 

                          That means the mass of A deposited is proportional to equivalent mass of A and mass B deposited is proportional to equivalent mass of B. 

                         WA α EA   and  WB α EB 

                         WA /WB   =  EA/ EB 

      Electrolysis of Molten NaCl 

                                                      

                        On passing current, NaCl decomposes as NaCl →Na+ + Cl- 

                         At Anode (Oxidation): 2 Cl- -2e→  Cl 2         At Cathode (Reduction): Na+ + 1e→Na 

                         Thus sodium is deposited at cathode and chlorine gas is evolved at the anode. 

     Electrolysis of aqueous NaCl 

                         An aqueous solution of NaCl contains Na+, Cl-, H+ and OH- ions. 

                                                

NaCl  →    Na++  Cl-     

H2O    →    H+ + OH- 

But in  cathode H+ get discharged because the discharge potential of  H+ is lower than Na+. 

In anode Cl- get discharged. 

At cathode:-                                                                                At anode:- 

2H+ +2e   →  H2                                                                                                          2Cl--2e   →  Cl2 

     (b)  Applications of Electrolysis: 
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• Electroplating                  

• Refining of metal ( Purification of metal) 

• Manufacture of chemicals like NaOH, Cl gas etc.      

• Anodising                                  

          Anodising:  

          Coating of a thin uniform  oxide film on the surface of base metal  like Al, Mg etc by passing current.  

Here cathode=Graphite rode or lead sheet , Anode=Base metal & Electrolyte= any oxidising electrolyte like .Dil H2SO4 

                        Ex: Soap dishes, flower vase, pen cape.... 

 

 

  VI)    (a)  Daniel cell:- 

                                                              

Daniel cell is a typical example of electrochemical cell. 

It is designed to make use of the redox reaction between zinc and copper ions to produce electrical energy. 

It can be represented as      Zn / Zn2+(1M)  //  Cu2+(1M) / Cu. 

The left half cell contains zinc metal electrode dipped in ZnSO4 solution. The right half cell contains copper metal electrode in CuSO4  solution. 

The two half cells are connected by a salt bridge. When zinc and copper electrodes are connected by a wire, the following reactions 

takes place. 

At anode:-     Zn(s)    →     Zn2+ + 2e 

At cathode:-     Cu 2+ + 2e    →       Cu(s) 

The overall reaction is     Zn(s) + Cu 2+     →     Zn2+  +  Cu(s) 

                        Functions of Salt bridge 

• Maintains electrical neutrality of two electrolytes. 

• Completes the circuit 

• Prevents transfer of electrolyte 

                

    (b)  Corrosion :-It is the slow destruction of metal due chemical or electrochemical attack by its environment. 

            Ex: Rusting of Iron, Tarnishing of silver etc 

             Rusting of Iron:  

When iron left exposed to atmosphere it is coated with reddish brown deposit called rust. It is  represented by the formula Fe2O3.XH2O. 

It is hydrated ferric oxide. It is a electro chemical process.  

In rusting, a galvanic cell is set up between two dissimilar parts of the same metal iron. 
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• The part of iron in contact with water acts as anode and other part in contact with air acts as cathode. 

• Anodic iron oxidises to Fe2+ 

• Oxygen at the cathode changes to OH- by reduction. 

• The electrons released at anode will move to cathode through the metal. 

• Fe2+ and OH- combine together to form Fe(OH)2 which then oxidises to Fe(OH)3. 

The overall reaction is an electrochemical reaction. 

                                   2 Fe(S)  + O2 +4H+(aq)     →       2Fe2+ + 2H2O(l) 

Corrosion can be prevented by several methods. 

• By maintaining the purity of the metal 

• By alloying with other metals 

• By modifying the environment of the metal 

 

 

         VII    (a)  General classification of organic compound 

                                                                                          Organic compounds 

                                       

 

                            Open chain compounds                                                                                        Closed chaincompounds 

 

  Alkane                   Alkene                        Alkyne                               Homocyclic compound                          Heterocyclic compound      

 

                                                                               Alicycilc compounds                                     Aromatic compounds   

Open chain compounds (acyclic or aliphatic compounds):- The compounds contains open chain of carbon atoms. It may be straight or branched. 

o Alkane: the compounds contain C-C single bond only.                    Eg: pentane, hexane etc 

o Alkene: the compounds contain at least one C-C double bond.        Eg:  1-butene,   3-octene 

o Alkyne: the compounds contain at least one C-C triple bond.          Eg:  ethyne,   2-pentyne 

 Closed chain compounds:- The compounds contain one or more rings of carbon atoms. 

 Homocyclic compounds: the compounds in which the ring structure contains only carbon atoms 

• Alicyclic compounds: These are homocyclic compounds with properties similar to the open chain compounds.                

                     Eg: Cyclopropane,  Cyclopentane, Cyclohexane 

• Aromatic compounds: These are the compounds contain at least one benzene ring. Benzene ring contains alternative 

double bond and single bond between the carbon atoms.     

                     Eg:  Benzene, Naphthalene, Anthrazene .etc 

   Hetrocyclic compounds: The cyclic compounds in which the ring structure contains one or two atoms other than carbon. 

  Eg: Furan, Pyridene, Pyrol 

(b)  Refractories: The materials which can withstand in high temperature without softening, melting. Refractories are used for the linings of furnace, 

crucibles and ovens. 

  Eg: Alumina , Silica, Magnesia, Carborundum. Etc 

      Properties of refractories: 

• They have high mechanical strength. 

• They have high chemical inertness. 

• They have low porosity. 

        Types of refractories: 

Three types 

• Acid refractories:     These are not reacted with an acid but easily reacted with a base 
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                                                Eg: Alumina, Silica 

• Basic refractories:    These are not reacted with a base but easily reacted with an acid 

                                                Eg: Magnesite, Dolomite 

• Neutral refractories:  These are not attacked by slightly acidic or basic materials 

                                                Eg: Chromite, Graphite 

 VIII)    (a)  Classification based on the inter molecular forces: 

                       Four types 

• Elastomers: The polymers in which the inter molecular force of attraction between the polymer chains is weakest.         

Eg: Natural rubber, Buna – S, Buna – N, Neoprene 

• Fibres: The polymers in which the inter molecular force of attraction between the polymer chains is strongest.           Eg: 

Nylon-66, Terylene 

• Thermo plastic polymers: The polymers whose inter molecular force attraction is in between elastomers and fibres. This 

polymers can be repeatedly softening on heating and hardening on cooling. 

                    Eg: Polyethene, Polypropene, PVC, Poly styrene, Teflon 

• Thermo setting polymers: The polymers once get heated, they become harden then after they cannot be soften on 

further heating. On heating cross links are formed between the polymer chains. 

                   Eg: Bakelite, Urea formaldehyde, Melamin formaldehyde 

    (b)  Types of glasses: 

Soda glass (soft glass) 

• It is a mixture of sodium and calcium silicates 

• The raw materials are Na2CO3, CaCO3 and sand 

• Its formula is Na2O. CaO.6SiO2 

• Uses: - for making window glass, bottles, jars, dishes etc 

Borosilicate glass (Pyrex glass) 

• It is a mixture of sodium aluminium borosilicate 

• It can withstand in high temperature 

• It have low coefficient of expansion 

• Uses: - for making laboratory glassware, television tubes, kitchen wares, industrial pipe lines for corrosive liquid. 

Safety glass 

• The glass whose broken pieces do not fly apart on breaking. 

• It is prepared by placing a vinyl plastic with adhesive between two glass sheets. 

• Uses:- for making window shield for automobiles and aircrafts 

        IX )   (a)  Types of Air pollutions 

• Air pollution due to the Primary pollutants: 

Gases like CO2, NO, CO, SO2, H2S, NH3etc and suspended particles like ash, smoke, dust etc are those which directly 

enter into the air and cause pollution. 

• Air pollution due to the Secondary pollutants: 

 SO3, NO2, nitrous and sulphuric acids are those produced by the chemical reactions with primary pollutants and air 

cause pollution. 

        Sources of air pollution 

• Volcanic activity                                           

• Automobile emissions 

• Forest fire                                                      

• Domestic combustions 

• Industrial emissions      

                         Impact of air pollution:      The major consequences of air pollution are  

• Ozone depletion:-  

The depletion of the ozone layer due to the effect of pollutants such as chlorofluorocarbons and oxides of nitrogen is 

called ozone depletion.  

• Green house effect 

Green house effect is the phenomenon of heating up of earth atmosphere due to the absorption of infrared radiations by 

green house gases such as CO2                     

• Acid rain 
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Acid rain is the presence of harmful acids in the rain water (pH 5.6 to 3.5) . This happens when air is polluted with oxides 

of sulphur and nitrogen given out from automobiles and industry 

• Smog 

It is the combination of smoke and fog. 

  (b)  Green house effect:- 

Green house effect is the phenomenon of heating up of earth atmosphere due to the absorption of infrared radiations by green 

house gases such as CO2. It is also known as global warming. 

                     Consequences Green house effect 

• Cause  rise in global temperature  

• Polar ice caps may melt & this cause rise in sea level & effect human being 

• Leads shortage of ground water  

                            Greenhouse effect can be controlled by reducing the use of fossil fuels and by planting more trees 

 X)    (a)  Natural Gas: Mainly  contains CH4, Small amount of ethane and hydrogen. Its calorific value  is in between 12000-14000 Kcal/m3. It cause no 

pollution. It is used as a fuel for domestic and industrial purpose. 

                      Water gas: It is a mixture of combustible gases CO and H2. It is made by passing steam and a little air through a bed of red hot coal  at high 

temperature in a reactor. It is used as a fuel gas and for the manufacturing of ammonia. 

                       Producer Gas: It is a mixture of  CO and N2. It is prepared by blowing controlled amount of air through  a deep red hot coal at high temperature 

in a special reactor. 

                              Gober Gas: It is a kind of bio-gas produced by anaerobic bacterial action of cow dung. It mainly contains CH4, H2, CO2 etc  

  (b)  Cracking: A method used to increase product of petrol. It is the breaking up of less volatile, larger molecules of hydrocarbon into more volatile 

lower molecules of hydrocarbon. Different types of cracking are:  

• Thermal Cracking: Cracking done at high temperature( about 770K) and pressure. So Carbon-Carbon bond cleavage 

occurs.  

                     Decane  →    Octane +   Ethene   

• Catalytic Cracking: Cracking done in the presence of catalyst like Silica and Alumina mixture in the ratio 4:1 at lower 

temperature(about 650K).  

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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